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ABSTRACT 

With the wide spread popularity of social networking sites (SNS), enterprise organizations have started to 

explore the business opportunities in SNS such as Facebook to conduct targeted marketing and reputation 

management.  Customers or users tend to trust the opinion of other customers or users, especially those 

with prior experience of a product or service, rather than company marketing. One of the important 

challenges to these enterprises is to conduct cost-effective marketing and reputation management on SNS 

through influencing users. When it comes to marketing, the users’ influence is associated with a certain 

topic or field on which people have different levels of preference and expertise is called homophily. In 

order to identify and predict influential users in a specific topic/subject more effectively, this paper 

introduces a new method to effectively identify the most influence users, who can generate the maximum 

of total benefit with respect to specific topics or business situations.  This method uses homophily 

characteristics along with the technique for order preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS). 

Using this improved TOPSIS method, influencing users are identified and ranked on a Facebook dataset 

and compared against with TOPSIS method with no homophily. The experimental results show that how 

well the proposed technique precociously identify and rank influential users based on a certain topic or 

business situation. 

Keywords: Influence Users, Betweenness Centrality, Closeness Centrality, Eigenvector Centrality, 

Homophily, TOPSIS 

 

1. INTRODUCITON  

Social networking sites (SNS) become very 

popular in recent years because of the increasing 

proliferation and affordability of internet enabled 

devices such as mobile devices and tablets. 

Social network site like Facebook is a huge 

virtual space where to express and share 

individual opinions, emotions, influencing one's 

view or opinions. Many such social networks are 

extremely rich in content, and they typically 

contain a tremendous amount of content and 

linkage data which can be leveraged for analysis.       

Reviews and quality comments by important 

members, who is part of one’s social network 

like Facebook plays significant information for 

others while they do evaluation of products and 

services offered by business organizations. In 

some business sector like e-retailer, it is even 

becoming a fundamental variable in the 

“purchase” decision. A recent Forrester study 
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showed that more than 30% of Internet users have evaluated products or services online.  

Consumers tend to trust the opinion of other 

consumers, especially those with prior 

experience of a product or service, rather than 

company marketing. An important customer's 

influence is called social influence influences 

other customers’ preferences by shaping their 

attitudes and behaviours. Monitoring, identifying 

and engaging the Influence Users who are most 

relevant to the brand, product or campaign is 

become important now. In this way, business 

enterprises could retain efforts aimed at 

sustaining the activity of influential users, who 

take minimal effort and resources to improve 

product sales and enhance their reputations to 

improve the business enterprise. 

Structural Network Metrics such as Betweenness 

centrality and Closeness centrality can better 

identify influential nodes, but they are incapable 

preciously identifying the influence users as the 

number of nodes increases, the graph starts to 

become too complicated to identify influence 

users. A new method is presented with a case-

study to understand and identify influence users 

in a Facebook account using homophily 

characteristics along with the technique for order 

preference by similarity to ideal solution 

(TOPSIS).   

The remaining parts of the paper are organized 

as follows. The first section describes previous 

literature of related research. The second section 

describes various influence related Structural 

Network Metrics and TOPSIS method whereas 

third section  explain the proposed method and 

the fourth section presents how to identify 

influence users using homophily characteristics 

along with the technique for order preference by 

similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) in a 

Facebook account dataset. 

2. RELATED WORKS 

In the literature, there are a number of works 

related to influential user identification in social 

networking sites. 

Models were proposed to compute social 

influence probabilities from real social network 

data, which uses action logs of web data, and 

next define propagation of actions and 

propagation graph [1]. The algorithms first learn 

model parameters, and then test the learned 

models to make predictions. In the process, 

influence probabilities were calculated based on 

actions in action logs. Thus each action can 

appear completely either in training or test 

dataset. Another technique [2] proposed by King 

and Chan summarize tasks and techniques in 

social computing mainly include but not limited 

to: social network theory, modelling, and 

analysis; ranking; query log processing; web 

spam detection; graph/link analysis and mining; 

collaborative filtering; sentiment analysis and 

opinion mining. Bharathi & Tang proposed 

methods [3][4] to  focus on influence 

maximization problem, and Pang [5] and Turney 

[6] found polarity detection from web text, but 

few of them attempted to analyze deeply and 

find how a user sentimentally influences or is 

influenced by another in social networks. 

TwitterRank was proposed by Weng [7] to 

identify influential users in Twitter. As an 

extension of PageRank algorithm, it measures 

the influence taking both the topical similarity 

between users and the link structure into account. 

They truly process the tweets published in 

Twitter, and present their results to validate their 

solution on influence maximization problem. 

Duanbing Chen[8] used the Susceptible–

Infected–Recovered (SIR) model to examine the 

spreading influence of the nodes ranked by 

different centrality measures. Kaiquan [9] 

identified influencers using joint influence 

powers through Influence network, which took 

long time to build.  Zhigu [10] uses user trust 

network to identify influence users  took long 

time to build trust list, which is incomplete. Qian 

[11] proposed weighted LeaderRank technique 

by allowing users with more fans get more 

scores from the ground node that is, replacing the 

standard random walk by a biased random walk. 

Tang [12] proposed a new approach to 

incorporate users’ reply relationship, 
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conversation content and response immediacy 

which capture both explicit and implicit 

interaction between users to identify influential 

users of online healthcare community. Yuxian 

[13] used multi-attribute in TOPSIS method to 

identify influential nodes in complex networks. 

Although the previous research has examined the 

problem of discovering a group of influential 

users, it did not quickly identify influence users 

using minimum computing power and it was not 

dynamic to the situation.  

In contrast to these earlier studies, a new method 

is proposed to identify influence users using 

homophily characteristics along with the 

technique for order preference by similarity to 

ideal solution (TOPSIS).  

2.1  A Directed Graph 

Formally, assume a social network is modelled 

as directed graph G (V:E) where nodes V 

represent users, edges E represent social 

relationships among users and N represent size 

of network. Suppose user x adopts an innovation 

at time t1. We say that user x influences user y if 

and only if at time t2 when user y adopts the 

innovation, user x has already adopted it at an 

earlier time t1, at which time x and y were 

already friends. We therefore assume that social 

influence occurs when the information of a 

friend adopting the innovation has the influence 

to flow to neighbouring nodes in the social 

network.  

2.2  SOCIAL INFLUENCE  

Social influence refers to the behavioural change 

of individuals affected by others in a network. 

Social influence is an intuitive and well-accepted 

phenomenon in social networks [14]. The 

strength of social influence depends on many 

factors such as the strength of relationships 

between people in the networks, the network 

distance between users, temporal effects, 

characteristics of networks and individuals in the 

network. ‘ 

Standard Network Graph Metrics such as 

centrality closeness, eigenvector closeness and 

Betweenness closeness are related to social 

influence in terms of the structural effects of 

different edges and nodes. 

2.3 Edge Measures 

Edge measures relate the social influence based 

concepts and measures on a pair of nodes.  

  Tie strength: According to Granovetter's 

seminal work [15], the tie strength between two 

nodes depends on the overlap of their 

neighborhoods. In particular, the more common 

neighbors that a pair of nodes A and B may 

have, the stronger the tie between them. If the 

overlap of neighborhoods between A and B is 

large, we consider A and B to have a strong tie. 

Otherwise, they are considered to have a weak 

tie. It is formally defining the strength S(A,B) in 

terms of their Jaccard coefficient. 

                    ���, �� � |��	∩	��		|

|��	∪	��|
                   (1) 

Equation (1) describes the strength of Tie, where 

nA and nB indicate the neighborhoods of A and 

B, respectively. Alternatively, it is called 

embeddedness. The embeddedness of an edge is 

high if two nodes incident on the edge have a 

high overlap of neighborhoods. Mark stated that 

when two individuals are connected by an 

embedded edge, it makes it easier for them to 

trust one another, because it is easier to find out 

dishonest behaviour through mutual friends [16]. 

  Edge Betweenness: It measures the total 

amount of flow across the edge. The information 

flow between A and B are evenly distributed on 

the shortest paths between A and B. edge 

Betweenness leads to graph partitioning. By 

removing the edges of high Betweenness scores 

to turn the network into a hierarchy of 

disconnected components or clusters of nodes. 

More detailed studies on clustering methods [17] 

are presented in the work by Girvan and 

Newman. 
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2.4  Node Measures 

Node-based centrality measure the importance of 

a node in the network. Centrality has attracted a 

lot of attention as a tool for studying social 

networks. A node with high centrality score is 

usually considered more highly influential than 

other nodes in the network [18]. Many centrality 

measures have been proposed based on the 

precise definition of influence. Centrality 

measures can be classified into: radial and 

medial measures. Radial measures assess random 

walks that start or end from a given node 

whereas the medial measures assess random 

walks that pass through a given node. The radial 

measures are further categorized into volume 

measures and length measures based on the type 

of random walks. Volume measures fix the 

length of walks and find the volume (or number) 

of the walks limited by the length. Length 

measures fix the volume of the target nodes and 

find the length of walks to reach the target 

volume. 

Degree: It is radial and volume-based measure. 

The simplest and most popular measure is degree 

centrality.  

Let A be the adjacency matrix of a network, and 

deg(i) be the degree of node i. The degree 

centrality ��	
�   of node i is defined to be the 

degree of node: 

��	
�    = deg(i)                            (2) 

Closeness: It is radial and length based 

measures. Unlike the volume based measures, 

the length based measures count the length of the 

walks. The most popular centrality measure in 

this group is closeness centrality [19]. It 

measures the centrality by computing the 

average of the shortest distances to all other 

nodes.  The closeness centrality ����    of node i 

is defined as follows: 

 ����  =   	�			� �1              (3) 

Here S be the matrix whose (i, j)th element 

contains the length of the shortest path from 

node i to node j and 1 is the all one vector. 

Node Betweenness or Betweenness Centrality: 

nodes of high Betweenness occupy critical 

positions in the network structure, and are 

therefore able to play critical roles. It is often 

enabled by a large amount of flow, which is 

carried by nodes which occupy a position at the 

interface of tightly-knit groups. Such nodes are 

considered to have high Betweenness. The 

Betweenness centrality ���
�  of node i is defined 

as  follows: 

               ���
�=  ∑ � ���

���

�,�                (4)  

Here bijk is the number of shortest paths from 

node j to k, and  bjk be the number of shortest 

paths from node j to k that pass through node i. 

Eigenvector Centrality: It is defined as a 

function of number and strength of connections 

to its neighbors and as well as those neighbors’ 

centralities.  Let x(i) be the Eigenvector 

centrality  of a node vi. Then, 

x(i)= 
�

⋋
∑�

��� ��,� 	����           (5) 

Here ⋋ is a constant and A denotes the adjacency 

matrix. In nutshell, The Eigenvector centrality 

network metric takes into consideration not only 

how many connections a vertex has (i.e., its 

degree), but also the degree of the vertices that it 

is connected to. The Structural Network Metrics 

of a social networking site such degree, 

closeness centrality, Betweenness centrality and 

eigenvector centrality are calculated based on the 

equations (2), (3), (4) and (5) respectively.   

2.5 TOPSIS  Method 

TOPSIS (technique for order preference by 

similarity to an ideal solution) method is 

presented in Chen and Hwang [20], with 

reference to Hwang and Yoon [21]. TOPSIS is a 

multiple criteria method to identify solutions 

from a finite set of alternatives. The basic 

principle is that the chosen alternative should 
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have the shortest distance from the positive ideal 

solution and the farthest distance from the 

negative ideal solution. The procedure of 

TOPSIS can be expressed in a series of steps: 

(1)  Calculate the normalized decision 

matrix. The normalized value nij is 

calculated as 

nij= xij ∕ �∑ 	�
���	 	 x2

ij 

(2) Calculate the weighted normalized 

decision matrix. The weighted 

normalized value vij is calculated as 

vij=winij, j=1, ….,m, i=1, ….,n, 

where wj is the weight of the ith attribute 

or criterion, and ∑ 	�
���	  wj  =1 

(3) Determine the positive ideal and 

negative ideal solution. 

A+ = { v+
1, … v+

n}={( 
���
�  vij | i ɛ I ),    

( 
���
�  vij | i ɛ J )  }, 

A- = { v-
1, … v-

n} ={ ( 
���
�  vij | i ɛ I ),  

   ( 
���
�  vij | i ɛ J )  }, 

Where I is associated with benefit 

criteria, and J is associated with cost 

criteria. 

(4) Calculate the separation measures, 

using the n-dimensional Euclidean 

distance. The separation of each 

alternative from the ideal solution is 

given as 

d+
j = {∑ 	�

���	 ( vij –v+
i)

2} ½ ,  j=1,…,m. 

Similarly, the separation from the 

negative ideal solution is given as 

d-
j = {∑ 	�

���	 ( vij – v-
i)

2} ½ ,  j=1,…,m. 

(5) Calculate the relative closeness to the 

ideal solution. The relative closeness of 

the alternative Aj with respect to A+ is 

defined as 

Rj= d-
j / ( d

+
j + d-

j), j=1,…,m. 

Since  d-
j≥ 0 and d+

j ≥ 0 , then, clearly, 

Rj ɛ [0, 1]. 

(6) Rank the preference order. For ranking 

Decision Making Units (DMUs) using 

this index, we can rank DMUs in 

decreasing order. 

The basic principle of the TOPSIS method is that 

the chosen alternative should have the ‘‘shortest 

distance’’ from the positive ideal solution and 

the ‘‘farthest distance’’ from the negative ideal 

solution. The TOPSIS method introduces two 

‘‘reference’’ points, but it does not consider the 

relative importance of the distances from these 

points. 

3. PROPOSED METHOD 

Although many works proposed multiple 

techniques of generating social network and 

estimating influence probabilities, they did not 

directly deal with the problem of identifying 

influential users from a social network. To 

address the problem of identifying influential 

users, it is important to understand the properties 

of the social networking site and develop the 

mechanism to extract the social network 

structure and develop formulations to compute 

the influence possibilities in the dynamic 

business situation. A new method of identifying 

influential users in social network is based on 

homophily characteristic of users. The TOPSIS 

method is applied to users selected based on 

homophily characteristics along with centrality 

measures rather than it is applied to entire users, 

who are identified only through centrality 

measures. The tendency of individuals to form 

association with individuals of similar socio-

cultural background becomes the basic 

governing structural component of any social 

network and it has been the focus of many social 
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network studies as described by HalilBisgin [22]. 

A link between individuals (such as colleague) is 

correlated with those individuals being similar in 

nature. For example, friends often tend to be 

similar in characteristics like age, working 

department, social background and education 

level.  Our proposed method rank the user 

influence by combing the content-based 

(Homphily characteristics) and structural 

network-based metrics such as Betweenness 

Centralities, Closeness Centrality and Eigen 

vector centralities etc. Besides identifying the top 

influencers using general centrality metrics like 

Betweenness centrality (BC), Closeness 

Centrality (CC) and eigenvector centrality (EC) 

are further classified using value of homophily 

attribute, which is appropriate to a specific 

business situations. For example, users from 

same region/town are interested to a specific 

topic. Among those users, the influencers are 

identified from their structural properties using 

TOPSIS method.  The users with same or similar 

homophily are highly influence users than others 

in the social network.  

The flow chart of the proposed method is shown 

in Figure 1.  The specific steps of the method are 

illustrated as the following: 

Step 1 Construct network. 

Social network sites (SNS) data is constructed as 

network using any conventional tool like 

NodeXL. Users with relationships are 

represented as undirected graph as shown in 

Figure 2. 

Step 2 Calculate the different centrality 

values. 

Degree centrality (DC), closeness centrality (CC) 

and Betweenness Centrality (BC) and 

eigenvector centrality (EC) are calculated as 

mentioned in the equations (2), (3), (4) and (5). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: The Flow Chart Of Propose Method 

 

Step 3 Identify influencers using TOPSIS 

method on users selected on a specific 

homophily characteristics 

Based on the centrality values of social network 

data, the top influencers are listed from the users, 

who are having similar homophily values. 

Step 4 Rank the users with same homophily 

characteristic  

Rank order the users based on the TOPSIS score.  

For example, the users with homophily attribute 

like Current Organization, relationship, home 

town, working department etc. are ordered based 

on the TOPSIS score. 

 

Start 

Represent social networking sites (SNS) Data using Graph 

network 

Calculate the centrality measures (like Betweenness 

centrality, Closeness Centrality & Eigen vector centrality) 

Apply TOPSIS method to list the users (influencers) 

through centrality measures based on a specific homophily 

characteristics  

Rank order the influencers  

End  
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Figure 2: Network Structure Of Facebook Data In  Nodexl 

4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY  

In this section, we present the details of 

experiments on real datasets to evaluate the 

performance of our approach. We applied our 

approach to a Facebook data set and identified 

influencers. 

4.1  A Facebook Dataset  

A Facebook network dataset was extracted from 

our Facebook account. The extracted Facebook 

data was represented through NodeXL as 

network graph structures and found 260+ users 

connections.  . 

There are other network analysis tools like Pajek, 

UCINet, and NetDraw that provide graphical 

interfaces, rich libraries of metrics, and do not 

require coding or command line execution of 

features. However, we find that these tools are 

designed by Borgatti [23] and Shneiderman [24], 

have complex data handling, and inflexible 

graphing and visualization features that inhibit 

wider adoption. 

4.2 Centrality Measures Calculation  

The NodeXL represents the imported dataset in 

the form of edge lists, i.e., pairs of vertices which 

are also referred to as nodes. Each vertex is a 

representation of an entity in the network. Each 

edge, or  link, connecting two vertices is a 

representation of a relationship that exists 

between them. This relationship may be directed 

or not. Some relationships are bidirectional (like 

marriage); others can be uni-directional (like 

lending pen). The right-hand side of Figure 3 

displays the imported Facebook dataset network 

structure.   
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Figure 3: Imported Facebook Dataset In Nodexl 

NodeXL has a number of software routines for 

calculating Centrality measures such as degree, 

in-degree, out-degree, clustering coefficient, and 

closeness, Betweenness, and eigenvector 

centrality etc.  The computed centrality measures 

of Facebook dataset are also shown in the left-

hand side of Figure 3. 

4.3 Identification of Influence Users 

From the Facebook dataset in NodeXL, the users 

are extracted based on the specific homophily 

characteristics. For example, “Unmarried” users 

are listed with various centralities measures. 

From the “Unmarried” users list, the influencers 

are identified using TOPSIS method.   The 

below shown figures 5, 6 and 7 rank the 

influencers identified through homophily 

attributes such as Married, home town, and sex.  

In this approach, business organizations 

understand preciously the influence users for a 

specific business situation or context rather than 

ranking the influencers based only centrality 

measures as shown in figure 4. It helps to target 

specific marketing campaign on the influence 

users, who are identified on specific business 

situation/topic. A marketing campaign specific to 

a city say “Chennai” can be targeted to only 

users who are identified from the homophily 

characteristics-hometown=”Chennai”.  Figure 8 

& 9 shows that how the top ranked influence 

users are listed with TOPSIS with homophily 

against TOPSIS without homophily 

characteristics. Homophily with TOPSIS based 

classification ranks and list the users based on 

the specific interest or topic. Depending upon the 

specific business situation/subject, the 

influencers users identified based on the business 

specific homophily characteristics. 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

In this paper, a new method is proposed to 

identify the influence users in the social network 

sites (SNS) like Facebook using an improved 

TOPSIS method. Instead of applying the 

TOPSIS method directly on the users, who are 

identified through various centrality measures, 

the users are listed based on TOPSIS method 

along with homophily characteristics. Due to this 

improvement, the potential influencers are 

identified and ranked preciously based on the 

specific topic or interest. For example, a business 

organization understands the influencers (as 
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shown in Figure 6 or 9) in a specific city/town 

and engages those users with specific marketing 

campaign. Our approach has many potential 

applications in the context of understanding 

influence users. The influence user identified by 

our approach is meaningful because they are 

topic/business situation specific. 

The current work has still few limitations and 

can be improved in the future. 

(1) The centrality (structural) network metrics 

are taken into account while it is not considered 

the dynamic properties, which are evolved over 

the time period. 

(2) The current work is limited to social network 

site-Facebook and it can be extended other 

online social network site like Blogs, E-mail, 

Twitter, Myspace etc. 

 Figure 4: TOPSIS Computation With No Homophily Characteristics

 

Figure 5: TOPSIS Computation Based On Relationship Status 

 Figure 6: TOPSIS Computation Based On Hometown

 Figure 7: TOPSIS Score Based On Sex Status                                                                                        
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Figure 8: TOPSIS Score Without Homophily 

 

Figure 9: TOPSIS Score With Homophily 
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